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Abstract

The Brazilian tax reform, drafted at the proposition of constitutional amendment n. 45/2019, establishes a value added tax. This paper draws a brief panorama of the proposition, to access its ability to tax digital intangibles, such as software, apps or streaming services. Firstly, the name given to the new tax, IBS – Imposto de Bens e Serviços, which stands for Goods and Services Tax in Portuguese, is criticized. In fact, calling the tax “IBS” can leave a loophole for digital services, as shown in the paper. Secondly, there is no provision on the Brazilian tax reform addressing cross-border consumption of digital services. The reform needs to be further developed on this topic. In brief, the paper makes short comments on the suitability of the Brazilian tax reform to the particularities of digital products, focusing on two main aspects: the name given to the new Brazilian VAT, and the need to develop the legal framework to tax digital intangibles’ imports. Apparently, there are some loose ends in the constitutional amendment proposition n. 45/2019.
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Resumo

A reforma tributária brasileira, elaborada a partir da Proposta de Emenda à Constituição n. 45/2019, estabelece um imposto sobre o valor agregado. Este artigo traça um breve panorama da proposta, para avaliar sua capacidade de tributar intangíveis digitais, como softwares, aplicativos ou serviços de streaming. Em primeiro lugar, critica-se a designação atribuída ao novo imposto, IBS – Imposto de Bens e Serviços. Na verdade, chamar o imposto de “IBS” pode deixar uma brecha para esses bens, como demonstrado no artigo. Em segundo lugar, não há nenhuma disposição na reforma tributária brasileira que aborde o consumo transfronteiriço de bens digitais. A reforma precisa ser mais desenvolvida neste tópico. Em síntese, o artigo faz breves comentários sobre a adequação da reforma tributária brasileira às particularidades dos
bens digitais, enfocando dois aspectos principais: o nome dado ao novo IVA brasileiro e a necessidade de desenvolver o arcabouço legal para tributar as importações de bens digitais. Aparentemente, ainda há algumas pontas soltas na Proposta de Emenda à Constituição n. 45/2019.
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1. A brief panorama of the Brazilian tax reform proposition

On 3 April 2019, Deputy Baleia Rossi submitted to the Brazilian Congress the proposition of constitutional amendment n. 45/2019, which suggests profound changes to the Brazilian tax system, establishing a new value added tax. The proposition was drafted by a think tank called CCiF – Centro de Cidadania Fiscal, composed by academics from the areas of Law and Economy, and sponsored by some of the biggest companies that operate in Brazil. At Congress, the Deputies are currently hearing specialists on taxation. After that, the proposition shall be voted both at the Chamber of Deputies and at the Senate, before it can enter in force.

To understand the depth of the reform, it should be emphasised that Brazil is a Federation, where Federal, States and local governments can impose taxes over consumption. Because of this superposition of tax competences, there are currently five relevant taxes that are charged on consumption in the country. Most of them are structured in a way to foster neutrality throughout the consumption chain, even if not always through the system of invoice (credit) method. The Federal government receives three of these taxes: a levy on the production of industrialized goods, called IPI – Imposto sobre Produtos Industrializados, and two taxes on the revenues obtained from entrepreneurial activity, destined to sustain the social security system (PIS/PASEP and COFINS). The States charge a value added tax, called ICMS – Imposto sobre Operações relativas a Circulação de Mercadorias e Prestação de Serviços de Transporte Interestadual e Intermunicipal e de Comunicação. Finally, local governments receive a services tax, called ISSQN – Imposto sobre Serviços de Qualquer Natureza, which is not neutral, since it does not give credits to the buyer. The proposition of constitutional amendment n. 45/2019 replaces these taxes by a single VAT.

In a far more modest proposal, on 21 July 2020 the Brazilian President submitted to Congress a bill that creates a federal VAT, called CBS – Contribuição Social sobre Operações com Bens e Serviços. CBS would replace two of the three
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federal taxes (PIS/PASEP and COFINS), and would not alter the power the States’ and local governments’ have to impose their own taxes. Unifying these two federal taxes represents some simplification of the tax system. Moreover, the new tax is restructured, in a way that it is collected with greater uniformity among different economic sectors. Nonetheless, with this proposal most of the complexity from the Brazilian tax system remains.

This complexity arises, mainly, from the superposition of tax competences among Federal, States and local governments, a fact that is well known and internationally recognized. Brazil is ranked 100 in the Tax Complexity Index, which aims to rank 100 countries, from the country which has the least complex tax system for multinational corporations (Singapore) to the country that has the most complex system (Brazil)3. As a consequence, Brazilians dedicate almost 2,000 working hours per year to prepare and pay their taxes – making Brazil, by far, the most time-consuming country –, according to the Doing Business Project from the WORLD BANK (2019).

Among the several attempts to simplify the Brazilian tax system, the proposition of constitutional amendment n. 45/2019, which replaces the five taxes mentioned above by a value added tax, called IBS – Imposto sobre Bens e Servicos, Portuguese for GST – Goods and Services Tax, is one of the most recent efforts4. It receives wide support, but, as one would expect, some specific economic sectors worry that the change would represent an increase in their own taxation. Moreover, some States and local government fear losing their power to tax, due to the centralization in a single VAT (BATISTA JR. & MARINHO, 2020, p. 780).

Actually, this new tax shall be centrally collected, having uniform tax obligations all over the country. Evidently, from the taxpayer’s perspective, the replacement of five taxes by IBS and the centralization of the taxation power represent a deep simplification of the tax system. One example can clarify this impact: today, a Brazilian chain of shops, that sells products all over the country, has different tax obligations, according to the State where its shops are established. Considering that Brazil has 26 States and the Federal District, this chain of shops might have 27 slightly different ICMS’s obligations, since this tax is established by the States. On top of that, the chain of shops must also collect the taxes due to the Federal government. IBS certainly represents an improvement from this perspective, as it proposes to unify the taxation over consumption.

On the other hand, the centralization of IBS’s rule making and taxation authority alters the level of autonomy States and local governments currently have, since they would no longer be able to establish their own legislation on the
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4 RONZANI (2008, p. 186-8) gives a brief panorama on the Brazilian attempts to reform its tax system, explaining the main innovations of each constitutional amendment proposition since the Constitution from 1988.

taxes they collect, neither would have direct enforcement power over the taxpayers. In fact, according to the constitutional amendment n. 45/2019, IBS’s proceeds would be split between Federal, States and local governments, but all the legislation and enforcement is centralized in a single tax authority (BATISTA, 2020, p. 115).

This model of centralized collection, with division of proceeds, is not new to Brazil: the tax imposed over small businesses – called Simples Nacional – is already charged in this way. The division of Simples Nacional’s proceeds is automated, via an electronic system, securing that States and local governments actually receive the appropriate amounts. A similar system is predicted for IBS, which would be overseen by the IBS’s Management Committee, composed by representatives from the Federal, States and local governments. The composition of this Management Committee is critical to guarantee States’ and local governments’ interests are adequately protected on the new taxation model (TORRES JR. & BARBOSA, 2020, p. 298).

Since the Management Committee is not yet clearly designed, States and local governments are still uncertain about the tax reform proposition. Unlike Simples Nacional, IBS represents a huge parcel of governments’ budget, making the proposed alteration of tax authority a sensible issue in Brazil. States and local governments fear losing the ability to control their finances, as they will no longer be responsible for the collection of taxes over consumption of goods or services (BATISTA, 2020, p. 116).

Effectively, the tax reform proposition represents a profound alteration of the Brazilian tax system. ICMS, which is currently charged by the States, accounted for 20.73% of all taxes collected in Brazil in 2017 (for comparison, Income Taxes – both over business and personal – represented 18.22%; ISSQN, imposed by the local governments, represented 2.65% (RECEITA FEDERAL DO BRASIL, 2017). Centralizing this power to tax deeply alters the equilibrium between the entities of the Brazilian Federation, and this is a point of strong criticism the tax reform proposition is facing (SOUZA, 2019; ÁVILA, 2018; RIBEIRO, 2019; BATISTA JR. & MARINHO, 2020, p. 782; MATA & CARVALHO, 2020, p. 608-9).

On the other hand, de SANTI, de PAULA JR., SANTIN and CYPRIANO (2019) think the tax reform proposition foster the equilibrium between the Brazilian federal entities, since each State and local government would have the power to establish the tax rate they deem adequate to sustain their expenditure needs. In a similar way, APPY & LONGO (2020, p. 247-9) sustain that the concentration of the power to tax has operational advantages to the Federal, the States and the local governments.

Moreover, the unification of legislation would strongly diminish the disputes between Brazilian entities (the so called “fiscal war”). At present, in an attempt to attract investment, States and local governments usually give fiscal incentives to new businesses, lowering the tax rates of ICMS and ISSQN. This would no longer be viable if IBS is approved, for two main reasons: the new levy is proposed with
a single rate, regardless the economic activity which is carried out; and IBS adopts the destination principle.

Considering this later perspective, and bearing in mind that the current tax system is not operational, the major alteration proposed by the constitutional amendment n. 45/2019 is welcome. In fact, the present complexity arises, mostly, from the high degree of autonomy that was historically given to States and local governments to establish their own tax rules (CCiF, 2019). This autonomy is strongly limited by the proposition of constitutional reform. Thus, if the tax reform is adopted, the Brazilian taxation system would become aligned to the majority of the VATs charged on other countries, which usually impose this tax at the national level. In this sense, EBRILL *et al* (2001, p. 7) recall that it is very difficult to structure a VAT at the subnational level, and the Brazilian experience seems to be a good example of this statement.

It is worth mentioning that a reform as broad as the proposed in Brazil was undertaken by India in 2017, replacing 20 consumption taxes that used to be charged by the Central and States governments by a new value added tax. Previous to the tax reform, these Indian entities charged diverse taxes, such as VATs, services taxes and excise duties. All were replaced by a dual VAT, which is integrated, but collected separately to the Central and the States governments. The simplification of the Indian system can be a good source of comparison and inspiration for the Brazilian tax reformers, since it shows that a broad reform is feasible, even in a complex federation such as the ones from Brazil and India.

Nonetheless, even if a broad tax reform is welcome, due to the simplification of the system, this is not to say that the proposition of constitutional amendment has no flaws. Apart from the centralization of tax power – which was briefly debated above, but is beyond the scope of this paper – there are specific problems that relate to the taxation of digital products, shown below. Part 2 of the paper states that, due to the particularities of Brazilian legal theory, the name given to the proposed tax – *Goods and Services Tax* – can leave a loophole for intangible goods or services, such as software, apps or streaming services. Part 3 shows that the tax reform proposition does not clearly address the taxation of these intangibles.

2. IBS: the name given to the tax and the loophole for digital products

The proposition of constitutional amendment n. 45/2019 aims to create a value added tax, as clearly stated on its justification. Nonetheless, instead of
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6 “IBS will have the characteristics of a good value added tax (VAT), a model adopted by most countries for taxing the consumption of goods and services” (“O IBS terá as características de um bom imposto sobre o valor adicionado (IVA), modelo adotado pela maioria dos países para a tributação do consumo de bens e serviços”). Proposta de Emenda Constitucional n. 45/2019 (n. 1).
naming the tax by the traditional initials *VAT*, the proposition designates it as *Goods and Services Tax* (GST, or IBS, in Portuguese). It does so following the examples from the New Zealand’s GST, 1986⁷; the Australian GST, 2000⁸; and even the recent Indian GST, established in 2017⁹.

The name GST is perceived, by the authors of the Brazilian tax reform proposition, as more modern than VAT. This change of terminology is also a recognition to the fact that VATs are not usually charged over the value added (EBRILL *et al.*, 2001, p. 1) but over the amount declared on the invoice, allowing credits from the inputs (TAIT, 1988, ch. 1). For this reason, some countries departed from the classical terminology (MOREIRA, 2019, p. 24-5), avoiding criticisms such as CARRAZZA’s (2015, p. 448), who considers that ICMS, a tax collected via invoice (credit) method, is not a VAT, since the tax base is not the actual value added on the sale.

However, it should be pointed out that there are countries which are currently establishing new taxes on consumption, and are still naming them VAT. This is the case with the members of the Gulf Cooperation Council, which signed a Value Added Tax framework treaty in 2016, calling for each member to impose a 5% VAT on designated goods and services (REGAN, 2019). In this sense, the classical name VAT is still up to date.

Moreover, establishing that the tax bases are “goods or services” already seems an aged concept, in light of the digital economy (SZELBRACIKOWSKI, 2019, p. 158). Actually, there is no clear frontier among goods and services in most information technology (IT) products, as recognized by the OECD (2017, p. 39), and detailed by LAMENSCH (2015, p. 15-18). This certainly represents a problem in tax systems that differentiate the taxation of these bases, such as the Brazilian tax system (MIGUEL & OZAI, 2016). As detailed by CASTELLO (2021, p. 155-8), the Brazilian Supreme Court has spent the past twenty years debating whether the software industry should pay ICMS to the States or ISSQN to the local governments¹⁰. It has recently decided that these intangibles are subject to the services tax. Before the Supreme Court’s decision, both States and local governments attempted to tax IT, always with big complexity and poor results, since no consensus was found on the adequate classification of these products.

When ICMS was levied, IT companies argued that their products were not goods (merchandises), and, therefore, should not pay this tax. GRECO (2000, p.
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⁹ India GST (n. 5).

81-95) made a good analysis on the subtleties of this subject, and concluded that, in some cases, software can be considered goods, for ICMS’s purposes. But the IT sector has certainly evolved sharply in the past 20 years. At present, the Supreme Court has ruled that these intangibles could, in theory, be considered merchandise. Nonetheless, software licensing could not be subject to ICMS, because there is not an actual transfer of property rights on the licensing procedure (CASTELLO, 2021, p. 157).

When ISSQN was charged, on the other hand, the digital industry would sustain that their products were not services, since there was no direct human activity needed to provide them (LUMMERTZ, 2017). In other cases, ISSQN could not be imposed, since there was no legislation explicitly establishing that the digital service in question was subject to the services tax (MOREIRA, 2008). As a consequence, most authors would classify the trade of IT as a license to use an intellectual property right, which, in their view, is not taxable as a good, nor as a service (CARRAZZA, 2015, p. 190-200; SZELBRACIKOWSKI, 2020, p.152; AMARAL, 2018, p. 141; PADILHA, 2016; UHDRE, 2019, p. 177). Due to this blurred boundary between the concepts of goods and services on the IT market, States and local governments were drawn into litigation. They sometimes attempted to collect both ICMS and ISSQN on the same transaction (BRIGAGÃO, 2019, p. 395), and seldom imposed any consumption tax on the sector.

And, contrary to what one would expect, this conflict would not vanish if IBS is approved. Even if Brazil starts to charge the same tax over both goods and services, there is still a loophole for intangibles. In fact, if one follows the theory which states that the trade of IT is a license to use an intellectual property right, this trade cannot be considered neither a trade in services, nor a trade in goods. It is not considered a trade in services, since there is no direct human activity involved in the supply. And it is not considered a trade in goods, as there is no actual transfer of property rights. Thus, following the position of the majority of Brazilian authors that already wrote on this subject, it would be easy to sustain that the trade of digital intangibles is out of the scope of a Goods and Services Tax.

However, CORREIA NETO, AFONSO and FUCK (2020, p. 41-61) observe a tendency to classify the trade of intangibles as a trade in services. In fact, this tendency is made evident by the Supreme Court’s decision that submitted the software industry to ISSQN. In doing so, it aligned the Brazilian system to the best international practice, since both OECD and the European Union classify the trade of intangibles as trade in services. Following this reasoning, the problem of naming the new VAT as “Goods and Services Tax” would not be grave.

Moreover, to prevent the trade of IT from falling outside the scope of IBS, the drafters of the proposition of constitutional amendment n. 45/2019 suggested the following text for article 152-A, § 1º, I, of the amended Brazilian Constitution: “the goods and services tax: I – shall be levied on: a) intangibles; b) transfer or licencing of property rights; c) leasing of goods; d) imports of tangible or intangi-
ble goods, services or property rights”\textsuperscript{11}. Clearly, in enumerating the situations when IBS can be imposed, the proposition of constitutional amendment seeks to avoid the development of legal theories such as the one just pointed out. GRUPENMACHER & RODRIGUES (2020, p. 261) consider that this legal text is sufficient to guarantee the imposition of IBS over digital intangibles.

Nonetheless, this constitutional provision turns the power to tax inflexible, limited to the forms of consumption we know today. If new legal arrangements to transfer goods, services or property rights are created, they are likely to fall outside the scope of IBS. Consequently, a constitutional provision containing a general clause, with open language, would be preferable\textsuperscript{12}. But a general clause that simply establishes a \textit{goods and services tax} would not endure the theory which sustains that IT is neither a good, nor a service. In fact, due to the Brazilian legal tradition (LUKIC, 2020), the drafters of the tax reform proposition appropriately felt the need to list, at the Brazilian Constitution, all the tax bases.

The bill that proposes CBS, the federal VAT, has a broader language. It establishes, on Article One, that the tax bases are goods or services. Nonetheless, anticipating that there might be a debate on the appropriate classification of digital goods, it defines, on article 61, § 1, that the licencing of property rights is considered a service. In doing so, the bill departs from the Brazilian legal tradition, and aligns the legislation to OECD’s (2017, p. 39) recommendation. This legal text is preferable, but still does not prevent litigation on the concept of “services”, for tax purposes. CBS is created by an ordinary bill, with no constitutional status, and one could question its validity, in light of the Brazilian Constitution.

If the new tax is named value added tax, on the other hand, the problem of defining what can be considered a service is not likely to arise. In fact, a value added tax can be charged over digital services or products, regardless their classification as goods, services or property rights, simply because there is a value added when the transaction occurs. In this sense, due to the particularities of the Brazilian legal tradition, it seems preferable to adopt the classical terminology, VAT, than the newer GST (CALIENDO, 2020, p. 853; CASTELLO, 2021, p. 277).

In short, one of the fragilities the proposition of constitutional amendment n. 45/2019 has is its name: the name of the tax leaves digital services or products in an ambiguous situation, since they are considered, by some Brazilian authors, as neither a good, nor a service, but a license to use an intellectual property right. Consequently, litigation on the ability to charge IBS on IT goods is likely to arise. A simple way of preventing this litigation would be to adopt the classical terminology – Value Added Tax – establishing a broad tax base.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{11} Proposta de Emenda Constitucional n. 45/2019 (n. 1).
\item \textsuperscript{12} On the use of general clauses or “principles-based legislation” by Tax Law, see: FREEDMAN (2010, p. 717); JONES (1996, p. 63); RIBEIRO (2002, p. 313).
\end{itemize}
3. IBS and cross-border digital transactions

Secondly, and more critical than the first point, there is no provision on the proposition of constitutional amendment n. 45/2019 addressing the cross-border consumption of IT. The proposition simply announces that the tax is collected on the “imports of tangible or intangible goods, services or property rights”, but it does not establish how this collection shall occur. This is a serious omission: the establishment of a new legal framework for taxation on consumption without confronting the cross-border trade of IT does not seem advisable, due to the growing economic relevance of digital trade (OECD, 2015, p. 131; OECD, 2019).

It can be argued that the details of cross border taxation do not need to be done at a constitutional provision, and should be left to secondary legislation. Even so, a debate on how the secondary legislation will address this issue is advisable, especially because this taxation is still a matter of international apprehension, and there is no consensus on the ability of a VAT to effectively tax digital transactions. On this point, two main concerns arise: it is not always easy to determine where the digital transaction is carried out; and it is difficult to enforce VAT on cross-border transactions.

3.1. Place where the digital transaction occurs

On the debate about the place where the transaction is carried out, CCiF’s White Paper on IBS secondary legislation (2020) is a good starting point. According to CCiF’s proposal, when there is a remote trade on services or intangibles, the place where the consumer is established/resident is considered the place where the transaction has occurred (CCiF, 2020, p. 28). However, it is not always easy to establish where the consumer is resident. To do so, CCiF (2020, p. 27) proposes the identification of at least two of the following proofs of address: address provided by the consumer; IP address from the device used to hire the service; geolocation of the device used to hire the service; address provided to the payment method; place where the telephone used to celebrate the contract is located; and address provided to the tax authority.

It is not clear on the White Paper who is responsible for determining the correct place where the transaction is carried out. Shall it be the consumer, the supplier or the tax authority? When the consumer is not registered to pay IBS, he cannot be responsible for determining the place where the transaction occurs, since he has no direct link with the tax authority. On the other hand, holding the supplier liable to define the place of the transaction can demand that it provides to the tax authorities information that it does not possess. The tax authority, on its turn, usually relies on the information provided by the supplier to access tax liabilities. Consequently, if the tax authority is responsible for determining the place of the transaction, it would need a system that cross-checks, on real time, all

13 Proposta de Emenda Constitucional n. 45/2019 (n. 1), article 152-A, § 1º, I, d.
the data mentioned above, and this system can raise privacy issues. As one can see, the criteria to establish where the transaction is carried out is complex, and one might need a sophisticated IT system for this definition. Moreover, the structure of IBS can impose an even greater burden on the supplier.

In fact, one needs to bear in mind that, according to article 152-A, § 2º, I, States and local governments have the power to establish the rates of IBS, when the supplies occur in their own territory. This power is given to protect the Brazilian Federation: even if the entities have no freedom to establish the legal design of the tax, they have the power to define the tax rate that is adequate to face their governmental expenditure. In this fashion, the project of constitutional amendment seeks to diminish the criticisms the tax reform proposition is facing, due to the concentration of power at the Federal level, as pointed out in Part I of this paper.

But the power to establish different tax rates means that a supplier established in State A, providing digital services to customers resident at States B and C, might have different tax obligations. This is an obstacle to cross-border trade: establishing where the customer resides becomes highly relevant, not only for international transactions, but also for trade occurring inside Brazil, since the supplier will pay different taxes according to the residence of the customer. If the supplier is required to determine where the e-customer is resident, it will have an “unrealistic compliance burden”, as pointed out by LAMENSCH (2015, p. 24), when writing on the European VAT context.

LAMENSCH (2015, p. 23) considers this burden unrealistic because the customer can inform the wrong address to the supplier, aiming to lower his/her VAT obligation. Consequently, if the foreign company has the burden to prove that the address given by the customer of digital services is correct; it can face future liabilities, due to wrong information provided by the customer. With IBS, the “unrealistic compliance burden” envisioned by Lamensch (2015, p. 24) seems worst, not only because it is not limited to foreign trade, but also due to the existence of various tax rates, according to States’ and local governments’ needs.

In brief, to prevent this problem – and make cross-border transactions of digital services operational – the Brazilian Tax Authority needs to develop a system that is secure and informative to the tax payer, so that the supplier is not misled by wrong information provided by the customer. Moreover, if the burden of determining the place where the transaction is carried out is imposed on the supplier, the tax authority needs to clearly establish how the supplier shall verify the customer’s address. Additionally, the tax authority shall not aim to collect VAT from the supplier, if it has undertaken the appropriate verification measures (OECD, 2019A, p. 70).

3.2. The enforcement of IBS on cross-border transactions

Enforcing VAT on cross-border trade of services or digital intangibles can be difficult. According to CCiFs proposal, when the company that hires the service
is already registered to pay IBS, it shall collect the tax on the operation (CCiF, 2020, p. 45). Nonetheless, if the service is contracted by someone that is not registered to pay IBS, the service provider shall pay the tax to the Brazilian Tax Authority. Thus, a foreign company would need to pay taxes in Brazil, and this can raise problems of enforcement.

In fact, problems of transparency and enforcement to tax imports and exports of digital services have been extensively studied by the OECD (2017) and the EU (EUROPEAN COMMISSION, 2020), but these organizations are still working on a definitive solution. On the European Union, for example, since 2015, a supplier of telecommunication, broadcasting or electronic services established outside the EU, that provides these services to a customer resident at the EU, shall pay VAT to the customer’s EU country, using the Mini One Stop Shop (MOSS) system (EUROPEAN COMMISSION, 2019). This system simplifies tax obligations, enabling the supplier to comply with all EU VAT obligations through a single European country, regardless the address of the customers. In this way, it enables the payment of VAT by companies established outside the EU. Nonetheless, the enforcement of the tax is still frail, since it is difficult to punish a company that does not collect the appropriate VAT.

Recognizing that charging VAT from international suppliers of digital services impose compliance difficulties, the OECD (2019A, p. 25) has suggested establishing that the marketplaces are liable to the VAT owed on these supplies. Due to their position as digital intermediaries, marketplaces would replace the underlying suppliers on the obligation to pay VAT. In this system, in most cases the destination country would still need to impose taxes on a foreign company (the foreign marketplace), facing the problems of enforcement pointed out above. Nonetheless, there would be considerably less companies responsible for the collection of the tax, since only the digital intermediaries would be liable. In fact, the OECD (2019A, p. 46) considers the high concentration on the marketplace’s sector as an element supporting the establishment of their liability to collect VAT. Adopting this argument, SCARCELLA (2020, p. 2) recalls that 57% of cross-border supplies of goods are purchased via the three biggest digital platforms. It seems safe to say that these international transactions would pay the appropriate VAT, if the platforms were held liable.

Following the OECD recommendation, the EU already holds marketplaces liable for the VAT owed on digital supplies (PAPIS-ALMANSA, 2019). And, according to the European Commission (2016, p. 73-4), the establishment of this liability considerably simplified VAT compliance by small businesses that supply digital services. Consequently, the EU is currently expanding the marketplaces’ liability, to comprise the VAT collection on the imports of some tangible goods (PAPIS-ALMANSA, 2019).

Brazil is also attempting to align its legislation to the OECD’s model. The bill that proposes CBS establishes that marketplaces are jointly liable to pay the
tax on the import of goods, and exclusively liable to pay CBS on the import of services\textsuperscript{14}. This legal structure could solve most of the enforcement problems on the area, simplifying the collection of CBS on imports, both to tax administration, and to international suppliers.

Nonetheless, the establishment of this liability needs to be adequately drafted. As pointed out by MELLO (2020), if the marketplaces’ liability is not cautiously designed, CBS’s bill might conflict with the Brazilian Tax Code, since the establishment of third parties’ tax liability is strictly regulated by this Code. Sharing this opinion, BARRETO (2020, p. 646) points out that legislation approved by some Brazilian States, establishing marketplace’s liability to collect ICMS, is discordant with the Tax Code. In brief, article 128 from the Tax Code determines that someone can be held liable to pay taxes owed by another person if he has the ability to cooperate with the tax authority and has some link with the taxable operation.

So, to make CBS’s bill consistent with the Tax Code, and considering that the marketplace is not the main responsible to pay the tax, it can be held liable only when it has the means of retaining the tax owed by the underlying supplier of the service or good. Consequently, when the marketplace does not process the payments, it shall not have any CBS liability, since it would not have the financial means to comply with Brazilian tax legislation. Certainly, CBS’s bill needs to be improved on this point, to make clear the situations when the marketplace is responsible to pay the tax. Otherwise, it is likely to emerge litigation on CBS’s constitutionality.

Likewise, the secondary legislation proposed on IBS follows CBS’s model of holding the marketplaces liable (CCiF, 2020, p. 45-46). To secure its compatibility with the Brazilian Tax Code, CCiF’s proposal determines that the marketplace will be responsible to pay IBS on cross-border trade on services, only when this marketplace controls both the payment method and the supply of the digital service (CCiF, 2020, p. 46). When the marketplace controls these two factors, it can retain the tax from the supplier, and make the payment to the Brazilian Tax Authority, in a way that is compatible with article 128 of the Tax Code (CASTELLO, 2021, p. 253).

Hence, on the cross-border supply of digital intangibles, it seems that the secondary legislation proposed on CCiF’s White Paper is carefully drafted. When it holds the marketplace liable for the payment of IBS, this proposal is both compatible with the Brazilian Tax Code, and aligned with the best international practice.

Conclusions

Summing up, this paper makes a short analysis of some aspects of the proposition of constitutional amendment n. 45/2019, which seeks to implement a new

\textsuperscript{14} Projeto de Lei n. 3887/2020 (n. 2), articles 65 and 72.
VAT on Brazil, called IBS. After a section explaining the reasons why the tax reform proposition is welcome, but also assessing the difficulties of such a strong change of paradigm, the paper follows to explore two specific problems, where the proposition needs to be improved. These improvements are needed to make IBS compatible with the digital economy.

Firstly, the name given to the tax (IBS, which stands for “Goods and Services Tax” in Portuguese) can, in the Brazilian context, give space for litigation on the ability of the new tax to be charged over digital intangibles. As pointed out in Part 2 of the paper, digital intangibles might not be considered goods, nor services. As a consequence, a strict interpretation of the name “Goods and Services Tax” would open space to litigation on the ability of the tax to be charged over these intangibles.

Secondly, the tax reform proposition must clearly establish how the taxation over international supplies of digital services is supposed to occur. Charging this tax from an international supplier is a difficult matter, and becomes even more complicated on the Brazilian scenario, where all States and local governments have the power to establish their own tax rate. Here, there are two main concerns: it is not always easy to determine where the digital transaction is carried out; and it is difficult to enforce VAT on cross-border transactions. To determine where the transaction is carried out, the Tax Authority might need a system that cross-checks multiple data on the place of establishment/residence from the consumer. And, to secure that the tax is correctly enforced over cross-border transactions, it is possible to make the marketplace liable for the payment of the tax. Nonetheless, this liability can breach the Brazilian Tax Code, if the legislation is not cautiously drafted. Consequently, deep reflection on this subject is needed, before the tax reform proposition is approved, to guarantee that the secondary legislation is adequately designed.
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